
     PRO Meeting Summary      March 5, 2022  
 

  Items of Interest  
 
1.  Safety continues to be our highest priority.  I noted numerous examples of   
  conservative and thoughtful decision-making by PROs last year, several of  
  which directly supported increased safety on the water.  (Examples:   Adverse  
  weather, potential vulnerability of mixing recreational activities with fleet racing,  
  and more consistent use of engine shutoff lanyards.)  Please review the AYC  
  Emergency Action Plan with your team and continue to enforce good safety  
  practices.    
 
2.  Thank you for supporting AYC’s fleet racing program.  It is an essential part of  
  our club.  The professionalism, safety, and dependability of our program are  
  made possible by your contributions.  
 
3.  Many of you have heard about the US Sailing liability insurance issue.  AYC  
  leadership is looking into our liability insurance to determine if we need to make  
  changes to ensure adequate insurance.  As soon as we learn more about  our  
  policy and actions on our part or US Sailing, I’ll make sure that those are    
  communicated to you.  
 
4.  Our long serving communications assistant, Beth Tumlin, has retired from her  
  weekly “reminder” calls so we will be relying more on your communications with  
  your team.   
 
5.  Covid 19 caused us to temporarily relax expectations of RC participation by our  
  members and a few may have taken advantage of our approach.  We do expect  
  all able-bodied members to fulfill their RC duty obligations: Serve as   
  scheduled or find a replacement.   However, our RC teams are large enough to  
  support some flexibility.  Often, conditions are such that you do not need every  
  member of your team present to conduct safe races.  Please do your best to  
  balance reasonable flexibility with accountability.  For example, some of our  
  members are employed in jobs that have changing and unpredictable hours (e.g.  
  law enforcement.)  
 
6.  We have numerous new RC team members this season.  Please welcome them  
  to your team and help them participate from day 1.  Our large team size also  
  supports training and development.  Please encourage your team members to  
  learn new skills/roles.   
 
 
Sailing Instructions  
 2022 Changes (see highlighted copy, separate file): 
 
- (6) Changed order of class flags list to be closer to typical start order. Added note that 

the list does not reflect fleet start sequence.  



- (8.3, 10.3) Removed requirements to pass between RC boat signaling a change and 
the mark.  (not necessary) 

- (8.2, 9.3, 11) Added use of red/orange ball for start/finish pin (more flexibility) 
- (8.3) Added actions if one gate mark missing    
- (Course diagrams) Added two downwind finish courses (DW, DW2)  Leeward mark is 

not a mark of the course on the final lap, finish line is on opposite side of signal barge 
(with blue flag) to facilitate starting one fleet while another is finishing.  

- Revised “Risk Statement” per recommendation 
 
Other SI items: 
- If Lasers/420s are racing, those fleets prefer shorter races.  Consider use of SI 

change on the water to utilize ball as a different weather rounding mark for those 
fleets. 

- We are utilizing Appendices V1 and V2, Alternate Penalties.  Note that V2 may be 
very useful in addressing a potential Protest situation.  
 
 

 


